Replacement of Baggage Belt Systems at the
Commercial Passenger Terminal for
Charlottesville-Albemarle Airport
RFP #2023-05
ADDENDUM #4
December 2, 2022

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED

PRIOR TO 2:00 p.m. (EST) NOVEMBER 28, 2022
**Inbound:**
In the highlighted oval (Exhibit “A” in RFP #2023-05) is there a feeder line to flat plate carousel?
There’s a feeder belt that drops off to the carousel.

If so, how long is the line and how is it discharging onto the flat plate?
Approximately 40 feet and bags drop to the carousel.

Also, do you know the BF of the belt? What's the overall linear foot length of the carousel?
Approximately 80 feet.

**Outbound:**
Can you tell me the length and BF of both sides of the Ticket Counter.
Approximately 40 feet.

Also, would like the dimensions of the transport conveyor to the makeup unit and how it discharges to the MU.
Approximately three feet.

Need the dims of the MU carousel too.
Not available

1. Provide full architectural as-built drawings of the Terminal Building
   Not Available
   a. Include all Mechanical, Electrical and Fire protection
      Not Available
2. Provide dimensioned As-built drawings for each conveyor system
   Not Available
3. Provide BHS Electrical As-Built submittal drawings
   a. Including control system
      Electrical and control system as-built drawings
      not available.
4. Provide the full PowerPoint Presentation from the Pre Bid meeting
   Posted on www.gocho.com/ as Addendum #2.
5. Provide the sign in of vendors- both site visit attendees and any virtual attendees
   Attached as part of Addendum #4

6. Provide any Photos of the interior wall area
   a. Behind Inbound Carousel up to interior wall
   b. OutBound Tunnel
      i. Above and below conveyor
   Attached as part of Addendum #4

7. Provide electronic file downloads of the PLC programs
   a. For Inbound System
   b. For Outbound System
   File drawings/download of the PLC programs for Inbound and Outbound systems not available.

8. Please extend bid due date to 12/20/22 for review of documentation
   Proposal due date extended in addendum #3.
Incoming baggage drop off belt
Incoming baggage drop off conveyor to carousel.
Incoming Baggage Belt, Baggage drop off
Inbound baggage carousel
United/Delta Outbound baggage belt to tunnel.
Outbound baggage belt
Tunnel Drop Off to Outbound baggage carousel.
**PROJECT:** Replacement of Baggage Belt System at the Commercial Passenger Terminal  
RFP #2023-05

**Pre-Proposal Meeting**  
November 15, 2022  
10:00 a.m.
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